Sketching on an iPad 101
Susan Murtaugh
MI2317
At this lecture discover the joy of sketching and painting on your iPad. Reconnect with your inner artist.
This class is intended for the true beginner. A range of tools, concepts and ideas will be explored.

Learning Objectives

At the end of this class you will be able to:
• Use the SketchBook Pro app
• Understand it’s tools and brushes
• Understand the concept of using layers
• Save and share your work

About the Speaker
Susan, aka suzi54241 on Flickr, is a graduate of the Chicago Academy of Fine Art. She's worked over 35
years in advertising, including 15 years as Principal of her own design firm. She’s used every traditional
art medium. Since 2008, her preferred tools are her iPod Touch and iPad. She’s been featured in several
group shows, online galleries, workshops and in local and international news. Her work and tutorials have
also been featured in Digital Artist Magazine and online. She has curated several international digital art
shows, and is serving as Artist in Residence for her county's public schools.
See her work at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/suzi54241
murtaugh.wi@mac.com
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SketchBook Pro app on iPad — The Image Editor
Save to Gallery
Save a Copy
Don’t Save

Info, Help &
Set up
Preferences

New Canvas
768 x 1024 - 18
1536 x 2048 - 6
1800 x 2400 - 4
Also custom
canvas option

Brush and Color
Editor, boarder
shows active color

Undo

Clear
Layer

Keep
Pallet open
pin. Also on
colors

Scroll
through
brushes

Redo

Custom Pallet
Press and hold to place
current brush and it’s
properties, including color
in one of the 8 holders.

Press and
Hold to reassign a
different brush to this
position. Colors on
the other side may
be altered as well by
press & hold then
choosing from pop up
color wheel.

Text
Transform
Time-lapse
Record
Duo Sketch

Pressure
sensitive stylus
support

Fit
Canvas

Press & hold
for color wheel

Radial Menu (Puck)
Adjust size of brush, press and hold
then drag left for smaller, right for
larger. Adjust opacity - press and hold,
drag up for opaque, drag down for
more transparent.

Switch to last
Brush used

In the app SketchBook Pro there are two
major work spaces; the Image Editor
shown here and the Gallery. You create
on the canvas here. You save work to the
Gallery, where you can Tweet or email it.
Send it to Photo Library, iTunes, Facebook,
Flickr, Dropbox, or Print your work. The
Cloud is also available for sharing work
between devices.

Free Hand
Line. Press
and hold for
Straight Line,
Square or
Circle.

Layer Editor

Scroll
through
colors

Smear/Blend Brush

Undo

Symmetry
(Mirror) Tool

Redo

Palm Rest, press
and move circle
that pops up
to your desired
position.

Tap the Clutch
to access the four corner tools, palette, toolbar
and Brush Properties Radial Menu (Puck).
All are showing in this screen shot.
Canvas with only
tool bar & clutch
showing, set up
options in preferences.
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Color Editor

Pop out for Color Palette
options, left, Swatches
Color Wheel center and
Copic Markers right.

Current Color
Flip between
HSB & RGB color spaces
Random Color Control
(see center below)
Hue
Saturation
Brightness Sliders

Swatches Palette
Icons Left to right
Popout for Palette
Current Color Ribbon
Turn current brush into Eraser

Copic Marker Palette
If there’s a complimentary color to the
one you’ve chosen it
will be displayed and
selectable at bottom.

Swatches Palette. Customize
your own pallet by tweaking
a color, flip to Swatches, press
and hold the color ribbon on
top then drag to the square
of your choice. To get default
swatches back use reset setting
in preferences. Side Swatches
will also update accordingly.

Random Color Control for quickly
applying varying colored strokes
using the same brush. Tweak by
using Saturation and Luminance
Diamond or sliders below.

Brush Editor

Scroll
for more
options

Pick a brush. To fine tune it’s properties press the
setting icon, circled. Icons from left: Swap with last
used brush, the current brush, fill tool and the settings
icon. Notice there are 11 pages of brushes, swipe left &
right to access. To reset any brush to it’s default setting
press and hold it’s icon for 2 seconds then confirm.

The setting pane opens and scrolls for more options.
You can subtly or radically change the dynamics of
your brush. Pressing the grid icon will take you back to
the brushes pages.
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More Important Things
Press to open layer editor
Preserve layer transparency or transparency lock
By pressing the “squiggle line” icon on (longest arrow)
only pixels that exist on that layer may be colored.
No transparent areas will be affected. Use this tool
to recolor existing pixels, in this case from brown
textured area to solid blue.
Change an entire layer’s transparency
Make sure the layer you want to adjust is active, the
boarder will be blue. Notice the 100% below the layer.
On the bottom of the layer editor move the slider left
and right to control opacity. Moving the slider will
dynamically change the numerical readout under the
active layer. Note: this active layer is in normal blend
mode (bottom arrow).
Press to access layer transform and type editors

Press & hold & drag to move layer in stack
Change a layer’s blend mode
Tap Normal to change blend mode to Multiply, Screen
or Add. Changing the blend mode of this photo
to multiply, will make all the light or white pixels
transparent so you can add color below the photo,
retaining all lighting and texture. When using multiply,
the value for each pixel in the layer is darkened by a
value equal to or greater than the value of pixels on
other layers occupying the same location in the layer
stack. It produces a similar effect of combining one
or more photographic transparencies together and
looking through them. Screen produces an overall
lightening effect, opposite of multiply. Add will lighten
the overall composition even more, an extreme screen,
if you will. Experiment with blend modes and layer
positions for adding shadows, highlights and textures.

The type editor has loads of power.
The top menu bar has familiar tools for moving,
rotating, scaling, canceling. The bar on the keyboard
is for entering text, choosing font, color, size and
transparency. Here I’ve entered the word donut,
positioning in upper left of canvas. Press Done to exit.
It’s smart to enter type on it’s own layer.
Note: you can only set one line of type at a time in
SketchBook Pro. But you can use another app like
Inkpad to set a paragraph and copy it, then paste
it into a new layer in this app. On a new layer in
SketchBook Pro press and hold in the canvas area and
the option to paste appears. You can also cut & copy
layers as well.
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The Gallery
This is the Gallery, where you save your work.
Icons on the lower bar; + to begin new canvas, next
is duplicate canvas, next get photo or take a photo
with the camera. The next icon is for sharing, when
pressed options to send to Photo Library, iTunes, Flickr,
Facebook, Dropbox, Tweet, Email and Print are offered
and appropriate file formats and layer options pop
up when you select one. The next icon is to send your
work to the cloud to share with all your devices and
SketchBook Pro desktop. And last is the trash, but you
will never want to trash your work! Note: at this time
you can only select one painting at a time.
Double tap a piece to show it large to your friends and
swipe left for next piece, right for previous. Select a
piece and press Edit, top right to work on it again.

Quick Tip:
To make any brush an eraser with the exact same
properties (size and opacity) go to the swatches
palette and click on the eraser icon top right. Or this
easy way; press and hold, like you are sampling a color,
then drag straight up on the canvas and over the
menu bar, the sample ring will turn from thick to thin,
affirmation that you now have an eraser. To get the
color brush back, press and hold to sample another
color and paint away.
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